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[0.1]
     ======== 
REVISION LOG: 
============= 

V1.01 - First version; Eggman's Theme (full); City Escape Part 1, Wild Canyon, 
        Pumpkin Hill (part). 

V1.02 - City Escape Part 1, Pumpkin Hill and Wild Canyon completed; Aquatic 
        Mine, Death Chamber, Meteor Herd and Sonic's Theme added.  

V1.03 - Finishing touches to some songs. Live And Learn and All Of The Darkness 
        added (I don't have them to hand so I'll have to trust the guys that 
        gave me them). 

V1.04 - Tails' Theme, Amy's Theme and part of Knuckles' Theme added. 

V1.05 - Added other names to songs, 'cause I'm getting contrasting views on   
        what the actual names are. Sites with MP3s say one thing, people who    
        email me say another... AGH! Also I just like how the ones I originally  
        had sound! :) Also a side note to Knuckles' Theme. Now I have my MP3 to  
        the Main Theme, I can work out everything! I don't like doing it on  
        paper :) Also made all the lines 79 characters or less, GameFAQs' 
        ASCII standard. 

V1.06 - Added Rouge's Theme; moved White Jungle from the no lyrics pile, 'cause 
        it has... strange that; :) Also emailed Sega Europe asking what the 
        real song names are - they told me to email the Sonic Team. Hopefully 
        I'll get some answers soon. 

V1.07 - More of Rouge's Theme added; none of Knuckles' Theme added :P any help? 

V1.08 - Part of the Biolizard track added (no idea how Sonique got it!); more 
        of Knuckles's Theme added (I just put some of the stuff I wasn't sure 
        of originally in :D); Shadow's Theme corrected; Sonic's Theme 
        corrected. I've taken all the incorrect names off. I've seen the 
        soundtrack and used that to find the correct names. 

V1.09 - More of Knuckles' Theme and Biolizard added; Knuckles' and Eggman's  
        Theme part 2 added in full. 

V1.10 - More of Knuckles' Theme corrected; contributor name corrected; layout 
        changed slightly. 

V1.11 - Rouge's Theme completed; White Jungle added in part. 

V1.12 - Biolizard and White Jungle completed; contributors credit changed. 

V1.13 - Corrected Shadow's Theme and Knuckles' Theme. 

V1.14 - Added most of Final Chase; corrected Fly In The Freedom; added FAQ. 

V1.15 - Knuckles' Theme completed; another FAQ. 

V1.16 - Shadow's Theme, City Escape 1 and Live and Learn corrected; Credits 
        information added; Link to official soundtrack site added. 

V1.17 - Rouge's Theme parts 2 and 3 added in part; more FAQ; Knuckles' Theme 



        corrected. 

V1.18 - Rouge's Theme parts 2/3 corrected; More Final Chase; Shadow's Theme 
        corrected. More FAQ info. 

V1.19 - Rouge's Theme part 3 completed; Part 2 almost completed; Biolizard 
        recompleted. 

V1.20 - Tails' Theme, Knuckles' Theme, Shadow's Theme and Eggman's Theme 
        corrected; Rouge's Theme part 2 completed. 

V1.21 - Knuckles' Theme, Shadow's Theme, Rouge's Theme and Eggman's Theme 
        corrected. 

V1.22 - Added Level Titles; totally corrected Biolizard's Theme. 

V1.23 - Added credit for level titles; changed Currently section; put full 
        instrument names/vocals in song credits. 

V1.24 - Added Sonic v's Shadow. 

V1.25 - Big update! A few small corrections; ordering change; changed Knuckles' 
        Theme, Eggman's Theme, Shadow's Theme and Rouge's Theme to soundtrack 
        version; added names to some non-lyric tracks. 

V1.25.1-Very small update. Changed the contents and a couple of other things. 

V1.26 - Completed Final Chase (The Supernatural). That's all of them! Next 
        version should be the Final; changed Sonic v's Shadow title; added rest 
        of titles; another FAQ update :) 

v1.27 - Introduction rewritten. So Far/Currently, FAQ and Extra Information 
        sections removed. This section renamed to Revision Log. Credits renamed 
        to Music Credits. Thanks and Contacts renamed to FAQ Credits and 
        rewritten. Information about pre-soundtrack split themes for Knuckles, 
        Eggman and Rouge removed. 
        Major changes: Unknown From M.E., Fly In The Freedom, Space Trip Steps, 
                       Throw It All Away, A Ghost's Pumpkin Soup, Deeper, 
                       Dive Into the Mellow, For True Story, The Supernatural, 
                       Rhythm and Balance. 
        Minor changes: E.G.G.M.A.N., Escape From The City, Kick The Rock. 
      Editing changes: Live and Learn, It Doesn't Matter, Believe in Myself, 
                       Supporting Me, My Sweet Passion, Supporting Me. 

v1.28 - Soundtrack Information section added. Songs Without Lyrics replaced 
        with Track Listing section. Music Credits moved to their respective 
        songs. Navigation codes added. Tidied up the revision log. Title 
        changed from "Song Lyrics" to "Music & Lyrics". 
            Additions: E.G.G.M.A.N.. 
        Minor changes: Live and Learn, Unknown From M.E., For True Story, 
                       Throw It All Away, Fly In The Freedom, Space Trip Steps. 
      Editing changes: My Sweet Passion. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

[0.2]
     ======== 
INTRODUCTION: 
============= 



I originally wrote this FAQ (up to v1.26) over 4 months in 2001 - there was no 
official set of lyrics until the OSTs were released, and so, what with all the 
incorrect lyrics (not to mention song titles - Shadow's theme was widely 
thought to be called All Of The Darkness, which isn't the right lyrics anyway!) 
I, along with a number of people credited below, aimed to give fans a correct 
set of lyrics. 

Boy, were we in for a tough task. 

It's not that we were bad at transcribing by any stretch of the imagination, 
but as with many songs, there are some parts which are hard to recognise, and 
with some themes (like Biolizard's theme for example), you can hardly hear the 
lyrics, let alone make them out. On many occassions we chopped and changed 
lyrics, replacing words, then putting them back in when we realised they were 
right in the first place. In the end though, we succeeded, and I had a full set 
of passable, if not correct, lyrics here. 

Then the soundtrack came out, and I groaned. 

Thoroughly sick with maintaining the FAQ, I decided to leave it as it was 
rather than use the official lyrics. Truth be told, the official ones weren't 
that good anyway. Most of the Knuckles tracks were badly edited and had 
rapping-style spelling and grammar errors, and some of the other tracks had 
errors as well. Despite the fact that neither this version or the official 
lyrics were really right, I abandoned the FAQ. 

What I wasn't expecting was an influx of emails to my old email account over 
the next two and a half years (...yes) sending in various corrections which I'd 
already seen at least twice before. So eventually, I decided to complete this 
bugger. Version v1.27 was a thorough go-over of every song, correcting any  
mistakes I found; and v1.28 has turned this into a general music FAQ rather 
than concentrating on lyrics. 

All of the lyrics in this FAQ are based on the SA2 soundtracks, and as such, 
may be slightly different to the in-game versions, or last longer and have more 
parts to them. 

Lyrics in (brackets) are either parts added to the end of the line; quiet 
lyrics, or echoes. If you see two parts separated by a |, e.g.: 

Large pots of treasure, if they're much better. (Uh) | in the heavens, 

...the two parts are sung at the same time. Words with a dash - sign between 
them have less of a gap between being sung, than words separated by spaces. In 
turn, commas mean there is a pause before the next word. 

Currently, there are a few events I'm not sure about in the track listing. 
They're marked as "???". If anyone could send info (gamefaqs at w00ty dot com) 
to me it'd help me out. Also, I'm not certain which track plays when Knuckles 
and Rouge battle in Meteor Herd. Thanky! 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

[1.0]
     ========= 



TRACK LISTING: 
============== 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

[1.1]
     ========== 
ORDER BY TITLE: 
=============== 

Use this section to find the location of a theme if you already know it's 
title. 

THEMES 
------ 
Believe In Myself                     theme of tails 
E.G.G.M.A.N.                          theme of eggman 
Fly In The Freedom                    theme of rouge 
It Doesn't Matter                     theme of sonic 
Live And Learn                        main theme 
Throw It All Away                     theme of shadow 
Unknown By M.E.                       theme of knuckles 

LEVELS 
------ 
A Ghost's Pumpkin Soup                pumpkin hill - knuckles 
Bright Sound                          dry lagoon - rouge 
Can't Stop, So What?                  metal harbor (part 2) - sonic 
Chasing Drive                         kart racing 
Chasing Drive                         route 101 - tails 
Chasing Drive                         route 280 - rouge 
Cooperation                           cannon's core (part 3) - rouge 
Cooperation                           cannon's core (part 4) - knuckles 
Crush 'Em All                         weapons bed - eggman 
Deep Inside Of...                     cannon's core (part 5) - sonic 
Deeper                                death chamber - knuckles 
Dive Into The Mellow                  aquatic mine - knuckles 
Down In The Base                      hidden base - tails 
Escape From The City                  city escape (part 1) - sonic 
Highway In The Sky                    final rush - sonic 
I'm A Spy                             security hall - rouge 
Keys The Ruin                         pyramid cave - sonic 
Kick The Rock                         wild canyon - knuckles 
On The Edge                           eternal engine - tails 
Lovely Gate 3                         egg quarters - rouge 
Mr. Unsmiley                          sky rail - shadow 
Remember Me?                          iron gate - eggman 
Rhythm And Balance                    white jungle - shadow 
Rumbling HWY                          mission street - tails 
Scramble For The Core                 cannon's core (part 1) - tails 
Scramble For The Core                 cannon's core (part 2) - eggman 
Soarin' Over The Space                cosmic wall - eggman 
Space Trip Steps                      meteor herd - knuckles 
That's The Way I Like It              metal harbor (part 1) - sonic 
The Mad Convoy Race                   city escape (part 2) - sonic 
The Supernatural                      final chase - shadow 
34ｺN, 23ｺE                            mad space - rouge 
This Way Out                          prison lane - tails 
Trespasser                            lost colony - eggman 



Unstable World                        crazy gadget - sonic 
Vengeance Is Mine                     radical highway - shadow 
Way To The Base                       sand ocean - eggman 
Won't Stop, Just Go!                  green forest - sonic 

BOSSES 
------ 
For True Story                        shadow (final) - sonic 
For True Story                        sonic (final) - shadow 
GUN-Mobile                            b-3x hot shot - shadow 
GUN-Mobile                            f-6t big foot - sonic 
GUN-Mobile                            r-1/a flying dog - rouge 
Live And Learn                        finalhazard - super sonic + super shadow 
Master Of The Desert                  king boom boo - knuckles 
Master Of The Desert                  egg golem - sonic & eggman 
Shut Up Faker                         shadow (initial) - sonic 
Shut Up Faker                         sonic (initial) - shadow 
Suitable Opponent                     eggman (initial & final) - tails 
Suitable Opponent                     tails (initial & final) - eggman 
Supporting Me                         biolizard - shadow 
                                        

EVENTS 
------ 
Black Noises                          shadow introduction (after iron gate, 
                                                             dark story) 
Conquest                              opening scene (last story)??? 
Let's Make It!                        sonic escape (before city escape, 
                                                     hero story) 
Madness                               after finalhazard (last story) 
Reunion                               shuttle takeoff (after egg golem, 
                                                       hero story) 
Sonic v's Shadow                      before shadow (final) (hero story) 
Sonic v's Shadow                      before sonic (final) (dark story) 
Strategy                              various events (dark story)??? 
The Base                              various events (Rouge, dark story)??? 
The Last Scene                        epilogue (last story) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
------------- 
Chao Garden Extended Mix              chao world (mix of tracks) 
Chao Race Extended Mix                chao racing (mix of tracks) 
Hey You, It's Time To Speed Up Again! high-speed shoes 
Professor Omochao                     tutorial 
Rhythmic Passage                      options menu 
SA2 ~Version A~                       story mode menu 
SA2 ~Version B~                       main menu 
SA2 ~Version C~                       stage select menu 
Still Invincible                      invincibility 

[1.2]
     ============= 
ORDER BY LOCATION: 
================== 

Use this section to find the title of a theme based on it's location in the 



game. Events are ordered by the level/boss closest to them. 

THEMES 
------ 
Main Theme                            live and learn 
Theme of Eggman                       e.g.g.m.a.n. 
Theme of Knuckles                     unknown by m.e. 
Theme of Rouge                        fly in the freedom 
Theme of Shadow                       throw it all away 
Theme of Sonic                        it doesn't matter 
Theme of Tails                        believe in myself 

LEVELS 
------ 
Aquatic Mine - Knuckles               dive into the mellow 
Cannon's Core (part 1) - Tails        scramble for the core 
Cannon's Core (part 2) - Eggman       scramble for the core 
Cannon's Core (part 3) - Rouge        cooperation 
Cannon's Core (part 4) - Knuckles     cooperation 
Cannon's Core (part 5) - Sonic        deep inside of... 
City Escape (part 1) - Sonic          escape from the city 
City Escape (part 2) - Sonic          the mad convoy race 
Cosmic Wall - Eggman                  soarin' over the space 
Crazy Gadget - Sonic                  unstable world 
Death Chamber - Knuckles              deeper 
Dry Lagoon - Rouge                    bright sound 
Egg Quarters - Rouge                  lovely gate 3 
Eternal Engine - Tails                on the edge 
Final Chase - Shadow                  the supernatural 
Final Rush - Sonic                    highway in the sky 
Green Forest - Sonic                  won't stop, just go! 
Hidden Base - Tails                   down in the base 
Iron Gate - Eggman                    remember me? 
Kart Racing - Tails                   chasing drive 
Lost Colony - Eggman                  trespasser 
Mad Space - Rouge                     34ｺn, 23ｺe 
Metal Harbor (part 1) - Sonic         that's the way i like it 
Metal Harbor (part 2) - Sonic         can't stop, so what? 
Meteor Herd - Knuckles                space trip steps 
Mission Street - Tails                rumbling hwy 
Prison Lane - Tails                   this way out 
Pumpkin Hill - Knuckles               a ghost's pumpkin soup 
Pyramid Cave - Sonic                  keys the ruin 
Radical Highway - Shadow              vengeance is mine 
Route 101 - Tails                     chasing drive 
Route 280 - Rouge                     chasing drive 
Sand ocean - Eggman                   way to the base 
Security Hall - Rouge                 i'm a spy 
Sky Rail - Shadow                     mr. unsmiley 
Weapons Bed - Eggman                  crush 'em all 
White Jungle - Shadow                 rhythm and balance 
Wild Canyon - Knuckles                kick the rock 

BOSSES 
------ 
B-3x Hot Shot - Shadow                gun-mobile 
Biolizard - Shadow 



Egg Golem - Sonic & Eggman            master of the desert 
Eggman (initial & final) - Tails      suitable opponent 
F-6t Big Foot - Sonic                 gun-mobile 
Finalhazard - Super Sonic + Super     live and learn 
                Shadow 
King Boom Boo - Knuckles              master of the desert 
R-1/a Flying Dog - Rouge              gun-mobile 
Shadow (final) - Sonic                for true story 
Shadow (initial) - Sonic              shut up faker 
Sonic (final) - Shadow                for true story 
Sonic (initial) - Shadow              shut up faker 
Tails (initial & final) - Eggman      suitable opponent 
                                        

EVENTS 
------ 
before City Escape (Hero Story)       Let's Make It! 
various Dark Story                    Strategy 
after Egg Golem (Hero Story)          Reunion 
after Finalhazard (Last Story)        Madness 
after Finalhazard (Last Story)        The Last Scene 
after Iron Gate                       Black Noises 
opening Last Story                    Conquest 
various Rouge (Dark Story)            The Base 
before Shadow (final) (Hero Story)    Sonic v's Shadow 
before Sonic (final) (Dark Story)     Sonic v's Shadow 

MISCELLANEOUS 
------------- 
Chao Racing                           chao race extended mix (mix of tracks) 
Chao World                            chao garden extended mix (mix of tracks) 
High-Speed Shoes                      hey you, it's time to speed up again! 
Invincibility                         still invincible 
Main Menu                             sa2 ~version b~ 
Options Menu                          rhythmic passage 
Stage Select Menu                     sa2 ~version c~ 
Story Mode Menu                       sa2 ~version a~ 
Tutorial                              professor omochao 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

[2.0]
     == 
LYRICS: 
======= 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

====== 
THEMES 
====== 

[2.1]
           --------------        
MAIN THEME live and learn 
----------



//Credits// 
////////Jun Senoue: Music, Arrangement, Guitar 
/////Johnny Gioeli: Lyrics, Vocals 
////Takeshi Taneda: Bass 
///////    Katsuji: Drums 
////// 

Can you feel life movin' through your mind? 
Ooh, looks like it came back for more, 
Yeah!
Can you feel time slippin' down your spine? 
Ooh, You try and try to ignore, 
Yeah!

But you can hardly swallow, 
Your fears and pain. 
When you can't help but follow, 
It puts you right back where you came. 

Live and learn! 
Hanging on the edge of tomorrow, 
Live and learn! 
From the works of yesterday. 
Live and learn! 
If you beg or if you borrow, 
Live and learn! 
You may never find your way. 

Whoa, yeah! 

Can you feel your life tangle you up inside? 
Yeah, now you're face down on the floor! 
Oh! 

But you can't save your sorrow, 
You've paid in trade. 
When you can't help but follow, 
It puts you right back where you came. 

Live and learn! 
Hanging on the edge of tomorrow, 
Live and learn! 
From the works of yesterday. 
Live and learn! 
If you beg or if you borrow, 
Live and learn! 
You may never find your way. 

Hey, whoa, whoa, 
Oh yeah! 

Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah! 

There's a face searching far, so far and wide. 
There's a place where you dreamed you'd never find. 
Hold on to "what if?" 
Hold on to "what if?" 

Live and learn! 
Hanging on the edge of tomorrow, 



Live and learn! 
From the works of yesterday. 
Live and learn! 
If you beg or if you borrow, 
Live and learn! 
You may never find your way. 

Live and learn! 
Hanging on the edge of tomorrow, 
Live and learn! 
From the works of yesterday. 
Live and learn! 
If you beg or if you borrow, 
Live and learn! 
You may never find your way. 

Live and learn! 
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah! 
Live and learn! 
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah! 

[2.2]
              ----------------- 
SONIC'S THEME it doesn't matter 
------------- 

//Credits// 
////////Jun Senoue: Music, Arrangement, Lyrics, Guitar 
//////Tony Harnell: Vocals 
////Takeshi Taneda: Bass 
///////    Katsuji: Drums 
////// 

Oh yeah! 
Alright! 

Well, I don't show off, don't criticise, 
I'm just living by my own feelings. 
And I won't give in, won't compromise, 
'Cause I only have a steadfast heart of gold. 
I don't know why I can't leave, though it might be tough, 
But I ain't out of control, just living by my word. 
Don't ask me why, I don't need a reason, 
I've got my way, my own way. 

It doesn't matter now what happens, 
I will never give up the fight. 
Long as the voice inside drives me to run and fight, 
It doesn't matter who is wrong and who is right. 

Well, I don't look back, I don't need to, 
Time won't wait, and I've got so much to do. 
Where do I stop, now it's all a blur, it's so unclear, 
Well, I don't know, but I can't be wrong. 

It doesn't matter now what happens, 
I will never give up the fight, 
Long as the voice inside drives me to run and fight, 



Place all your bets on the one you think is right. 

Oh, it doesn't matter now what happens, 
I will never give up the fight. 
Long as the voice inside drives me to run and fight, 
It doesn't matter who is wrong and who is right. 

No, no, no, no, 
It doesn't matter! 

[2.3]
             ----------------- 
TAILS' THEME believe in myself 
------------ 

//Credits// 
////////Jun Senoue: Music, Arrangement, Lyrics, Guitar 
////////Kaz Silver: Vocals 
////Takeshi Taneda: Bass 
///////    Katsuji: Drums 

When all alone in my chair,  
I just go about wishing, 
Wanna be strong, really wanna be trusted, ah. 
When all alone in my bed, 
I just go about yearning, 
Wanna be cool, I also wanna be like him. 

But that's not something I can do so easily, 
This is not simply my way, 
My own style, 
Gotta get a hold of my life. 

I wanna fly high, 
So I can reach the highest of all the heavens! 
Somebody will be, 
Waiting for me so I've got to fly higher! 

When all alone in my sleep, 
I just go about dreaming, 
I see myself there, having the same adventure. 

If I just follow you, I will never see the light, 
Now's the time to find my way through this life, 
Trying so hard to be strong. 

I've gotta keep going, 
Everything is a brand new challenge for me. 
And i will believe, 
Believe in myself, this is the only way for me! 

Many friends help me out, 
In return I help them. 
Certain things I can do, 
And there are things that only I can do, 
No-one's alone! 

I wanna fly high, 



So I can reach the highest of all the heavens. 
Somebody will be, 
Waiting for me so, I've got to fly higher! 

Yeah, yeah, yeah. 

[2.4]
                ----------------- 
KNUCKLES' THEME unknown from m.e. 
--------------- 

//Credits// 
/////Kenichi Tokoi: Music, Arrangement, Lyrics, Bass 
///Marlon Saunders: Vocals 
////////  Hunnid-P: Rap 
/Shenichi Moritaki: Guitar 
////// Kohji Orita: Saxophone 

OK, 

Something's callin' me, I don't know what, (Yeah) 
Something's talkin' but I don't know who, (Yeah) 
Something's callin' me more and more, 
No-one stops Knuckles' feet! 
Something's callin' me, I don't know what, (Yeah) 
Something's talkin' but I don't know who, (Yeah) 
Something's callin' me more and more, 
No-one stops Knuckles' feet! 

K.N.U.C.K.L.E.S., (Uh) 
Was born for a lifetime on Angel Island yeah, (Yeah) 
His duty's to protect Master Emerald diamond, 
Hold the climate, he's searching for shining. 
But every time he look for the sun, can't find it, (Uh) 
Is this the way, the path I chose? (Yeah) 
Then why am I living with my heart so cold? (Uh) 
All that I see is a storm of stones? 

I like to dig holes in search of gold,              | Born on an island 
Large pots of treasure, if they're much better. (Uh)| in the heavens, 
If I find Eggman, Rouge, whoever, (Yeah)            | The blood of my ancestors 
Clench my fists tight, become more reddah. (Yeah)   | flows inside me. 
I don't wanna hurta, my passion observed,           | My duty is 
Been lonely all my life, doesn't matter.            | to save the flower, 
Here for the mission, whoever want it bring it,     | From evil 
Call me stubborn but I'm still gon' live it. (Uh)   | deterioration, yeah! 
Doing anything to get the pieces of the Emerald,     --- 
Climb the mountain, through the valley around the hill. | Oh, yeah! 
Wild and hungry, ain't a damn thing funny, 
My philosophy's my knuckles and feet! 

Streaking lights, loud sounds, and instinct, 
Are the elements that keep me going. 
I am fighting my own mission, 
Nothing's gonna, stand in my way, no! 

Something's callin' me, I don't know what, (Yeah) 
Something's talkin' but I don't know who. (Yeah) 



Something's callin' me more and more, 
No-one stops Knuckles' feet! (No no, no no no!) 

OK. 

(Yeah) 
(Yeah) 

(Oh!) Won't be frightened, I'll stand up to all the pain and turmoil, 
Just believe in myself, won't rely on others. 
(Oh!) I get this power to wipe out the havoc and anarchy, 
This is my planet, gonna fight for my destiny. 

Something's callin' me, I don't know what, (Yeah) 
Something's talkin' but I don't know who. (Yeah) 
Something's callin' me more and more, 
No-one stops Knuckles' feet! 

I have no such things as weak spots, 
Don't approve of him but gotta trust him. 
This alliance has a purpose, 
This partnership is only temporary, oh! 

Hey! 

(Oh!) Won't be frightened, I'll stand up to all the pain and turmoil, 
Just believe in myself, won't rely on others. 
(Oh!) Freedom will be waiting when serenity is restored, 
This is my planet, I shall not surrender. 

I was born like this, to fear no-one, 
I'm straight thugged out, only live to my ones, 
Diamonds and gems, we 'ka battle to the end, 
You best to be aware of the knuckles that I send. 
Once they penetrate, they put you to your death, 
They hard as iron, and my feet is like fire, 
You'll never see me run and I won't surrender, 
I just fly away like it's no other contender, uh! 

(Oh!) Won't be frightened, I'll stand up to all the pain and turmoil, 
Just believe in myself, won't rely on others. 
(Oh!) I get this power to wipe out the havoc and anarchy, 
This is my planet, gonna fight, ah! 

(Oh!) Won't be frightened, I'll stand up to all the pain and turmoil, 
Just believe in myself, won't rely on others. 
(Oh!) Freedom will be waiting when serenity is restored, 
This is my planet, I shall not surrender! (Oh!) 

Something's callin' me, I don't know what, (Yeah) 
Something's talkin' but I don't know who. (Yeah) 
Something's callin' me more and more, 
No-one stops Knuckles' feet! 

Something's callin' me, I don't know what, (Yeah) 
Something's talkin' but I don't know who. (Yeah) 
Something's callin' me more and more, 
No-one stops Knuckles' feet! 

Something's callin' me, I don't know what, (Yeah) 



Something's talkin' but I don't know who. (Yeah) 
Something's callin' me more and more, 
No-one stops Knuckles' feet! 

Something is callin' me, I don't know what, 
Something is talkin' but I don't know who. 
Something is callin' me more and more, 
No-one stops Knuckles' feet! 

[2.5]
               ------------ 
EGGMAN'S THEME e.g.g.m.a.n. 
-------------- 

//Credits// 
////////Jun Senoue: Music, Arrangement, Lyrics, Guitar 
/////Paul Shortino: Vocals 
////Takeshi Taneda: Bass 

Ooh, ooh, ooh, uh, yeah! 
Di-di-di, di-di-di, di-di-di di di di di di-no! 

The story begins, with who's gonna win, 
Knowing the danger lies within. 
Aboard the ARK, a genius at heart, 
Wanting to unlock the mysteries of life. 

I am the Eggman, that's what I am, 
I am the Eggman, I got the master plan. 
I am the Eggman, that's what I am, 
I am the Eggman, with the master plan. 

I'm plotting my schemes wherever I go, 
They're perfect in every way. 
I'd love to destroy the blue one you know, 
He's an obstacle who always gets in my way. 

I must play this game by my rules, 
I will conquer the world with my tools. 
All my machines are made for destruction, 
I will build my empire. 
I will succeed, and you will see, 
With my machines, there is no retreat. 

I am the Eggman, that's what I am, 
I am the Eggman, I got the master plan. 
I am the Eggman, that's what I am, 
I am the Eggman, I got the master plan. 

I am the enemy, I will succeed, 
My mission, yeah, I must complete. 
My name is Eggman, don't forget my name, 
If you ask me again, I'll show you the same! 

I am the Eggman, that's what I am, 
I am the Eggman, I got the master plan. 
I am the Eggman, that's what I am, 
I am the Eggman, I got the master, master plan. 



I am the Eggman! 

Day ay di-day day day dare! 
No, du, du, du, du, Eggman, du, so, Eggman. 
All right.

[2.6]
               ----------------- 
SHADOW'S THEME throw it all away 
-------------- 

//Credits// 
/////Kenichi Tokoi: Music, Arrangement, Lyrics 
///Everett Bradley: Vocals 
//////Akira Sasaki: Guitar 
/////// Heigo Tani: Progression 
////Fumie Kumatani: Progression 

Now, wake up (up, up, up, up...) 
(Oh dark, the darkness...) 
Now, wake up (up, up, up, up...) 
(Oh dark, the darkness...) 
Now, wake up (up, up, up, up...) 
(Oh dark, the darkness...) 
Now, wake up (up, up, up, up...) 
(Oh dark, the darkness...) 

Everybody tries to be straight, 
But things are still unchanged. 
It's useless to resist, 
Their effort will be wasted. 
Head straight for your goal by any means, 
There is a door that you've never opened, 
There is a window with the view you have never seen, 
Get there, no matter how long it takes. 
  
Oh dark, the darkness that dozes in the dusk, 
Throw it all away. 
No-one can break you, nobody can tear you, 
You live an endless life forever. 
Oh dark, the darkness that dozes in the dusk, 
Throw it all away. 
You see a light wherever you go, 
You have to face it again and again. 
And again and again and again! 

Now, wake up (up, up, up, up...) 
(Oh dark, the darkness...) 
Now, wake up (up, up, up, up...) 
(Oh dark, the darkness...) 
Now, wake up (up, up, up, up...) 
(Oh dark, the darkness...) 

Oh dark, the darkness that dozes in the dusk, 
Throw it all away. 
No-one can break you, nobody can tear you, 
You live an endless life forever. 
Oh dark, the darkness that dozes in the dusk, 



Throw it all away. 
You see a light wherever you go, 
You have to face it again and again. 

(Oh dark, the darkness...) 
You live an endless life forever, 
(Oh dark, the darkness...) 
Forever. 

Now, wake up (up, up, up, up...) 
(Oh dark, the darkness...) 

Oh dark, the darkness that dozes in the dusk, 
Throw it all away. 
No-one can break you, nobody can tear you, 
You live an endless life forever. 
Oh dark, the darkness that dozes in the dusk, 
Throw it all away. 
You see a light wherever you go, 
You have to face it again and again. 

Oh dark, the darkness that dozes in the dusk, 
Throw it all away. 
No-one can break you, nobody can tear you, 
You live an endless life forever. 
Oh dark, the darkness that dozes in the dusk, 
Throw it all away. 
You see a light wherever you go, 
You have to face it again and again. 

[2.7]
            ---------------- 
AMY'S THEME my sweet passion 
----------- 
                               
Heart's on fire, on fire, 
Heart's on fire, on fire, 
Ah, la la!
La la! 

Sweet, sweet, you're so sweet, 
There's nowhere to hide. 
Sweet, sweet, you're so sweet, 
Come on, settle our lives. 
Sweet, sweet, you're so sweet, 
I'll always be there for you. 
Sweet, sweet, you're so sweet, 
In the best and worst times. 
You can be my sweetest honey for eternity! 

Yeah, yeah, yeah! 

Sweet, sweet, you're so sweet, 
So many things I want. 
Sweet, sweet, you're so sweet, 
I wanna be a wonderful girl. 
Sweet, sweet, you're so sweet,  
I'm not simple minded. 



Sweet, sweet, you're so sweet, 
And I won't be a pearl. 
I honestly need you just as much as you need me! 

[2.8]
              ------------------ 
ROUGE'S THEME fly in the freedom 
------------- 

//Credits// 
/////Kenichi Tokoi: Music, Arrangement, Lyrics 
//////Tabitha Fair: Vocals 
///////Todd Cooper: Backing Vocals 
////Romero Lubambo: Guitar 
////// David Finck: Wood Bass 
/////  Ben Wittman: Drums 
///Albert Menendez: Rhodes Piano 
///  Jean Baptiste: Vibraphone 
//  East 4th Horns: Horns 
/  Bashiri Johnson: Percussion 

(Du pe, du du pe, du-du pe,) 
(Du pe, du du pe, du-du pe.) 

Uh, 

(Chu-chu-di-chu, yeah,) 
(Chu-chu-di-chu, yeah,) 
(Chu-chu-di-chu, yeah,) 
(Chu-chu-di-chu, yeah.) 

Tap the rhythm against the floor, 
To look for another door. 
I am slipping, to the mystery of the night. 
I know there is an easier way, 
But it is my choice anyway. 
Don't let me waste my time in futile thinking any more. 

Fated not to be tamed. 
Watch me, I never will lean upon you. 
I can go, by myself. 

Fly in the freedom, 
Time never stop and wait for me. (Show the way!) 
Looking for answers and looking for the clue. 
Fly in the freedom! 

Oh! 

(Chu-chu-di-chu, yeah,) 
(Chu-chu-di-chu, yeah.) 

Nobody taught me to hint, 
Win a happy life of a dream, 
I'm not waiting for a fortune teller. 
I feel that my wish will come true, 
I've never thought ahead to that luck, 
Is it my treasure? Tell me what I've really looked for. 



Fancy came to my mind, 
It leads me to somewhere far away, 
Distant place, distant time. 

Fly in the freedom, 
Time never stop and wait for me. (Show the way!) 
Looking for answers and looking for the clue. 

Fly in the freedom, 
There is a lot of things to do. 
Come on, I'm ready to gamble, it's time to play the game. 

Fly in the freedom, 
Tell me, what is this feeling? (Show the way!) 
I'm in paradise, I'll keep it forever. 

Fly in the freedom, 
I'll never stop my steps. 
I believe in myself, I know that I can, 
Sure I know! 

(Da da-da-da-da da, da-da-da-di da) 
(Di-da-da-da-da-da-da da, di-da-da-da da da-da da) 
(Da da-da-da-da da, da-da-da-di da) 
(Di-da-da-da-da-da-da da, di-da-da-da da da-da da) 
(Da da-da-da-da da, da-da-da-di da) 
(Di-da-da-da-da-da-da da, di-da-da-da da da-da da) 
(Da da-da-da-da da, da-da-da-di da) 
(Di-da-da-da-da-da-da da, di-da-da-da da da-da da) 

Fly in the freedom, 
Time never stop and wait for me. (Show the way!) 
Looking for answers and looking for the clue. 

Fly in the freedom, 
There is a lot of things to see. 
Come on, I'm ready to gamble, it's time to play the game. 

Fly in the freedom, 
Tell me, what is the feeling? (Show the way!) 
I'm in paradise, I'll keep it forever. 

Fly in the freedom, 
Dreams are always around me. 
Oh, it comes to my hands, it's really clear to me. 
Sure I know! 

(Paya paya laya paya la la) 
Looking for answers, and looking for the clue. 
(Paya paya laya paya la la) 
I'm in paradise, I'll keep it forever. 
(Paya paya laya paya la la) 
Looking for answers, and looking for the clue. 
(Paya paya laya paya la la) 
I'm in paradise, I'll keep it forever. 

(Paya paya laya paya la la) 
(Paya paya laya paya la la) 



_______________________________________________________________________________ 

BOSSES: 
======= 

[2.9]
                 -------------- 
SONIC v's SHADOW for true story 
---------------- 

Stars don't twinkle, the moon doesn't shine, 
Stars don't twinkle, the moon doesn't shine. 

Stars don't twinkle, the moon doesn't shine, 
Stars don't twinkle, the moon doesn't shine. 

Birds don't sing, the wind doesn't blow, 
To the pure body, to the perfect experience. 

Birds don't sing, the wind doesn't blow, 
To the pure body, to the perfect experience. 

(I'm shivering with cold,) 
(I struggle against despair.) 

[2.A]
          ------------- 
BIOLIZARD supporting me 
--------- 

I'm gonna be desperate. 

(Never lose, hurry,) 
(Never lose, hurry.) 

I believe in my future, farewell to the shadow, 
It was my place to live, but now I need your hand. 
Lead me out with your light, I have breathed in, 
The disgusting air of darkness, but I never lose out. 

To the pressure, everything's just like, 
An illusion, I'll be losing you, before long. 

(I never lose my confidence,) 

I know you were supporting me, 
Supporting me, 
Supporting me, 
I'll be losing you before long. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

LEVELS: 
======= 

[2.B]



 ___________________________ 
|   \           |           | 
| S / Stage 1   | Hero Side | 
| A \ _________ |___________| 
| - /          /__          | 
| 2 \ CITY   \/  \          | 
|   / ESCAPE _\__/\         | 
|   \           /           | 
|   /  escape from the city | 
|___\_______________________| 

//Credits// 
////////Jun Senoue: Music, Arrangement, Guitar 
//////// Ted Poley: Lyrics, Vocals 
//////Tony Harnell: Vocals 
////Takeshi Taneda: Bass 
//////     Katsuji: Drums 

Whoo!
Oh yeah! 

Rolling around at the speed of sound, 
Got places to go, gotta follow my rainbow. 
Can't stick around, have to keep moving on, 
Guess what lies ahead? Only one way to find out! 
Must keep on moving ahead, 
No time for guessing, follow my plan instead. 
Trusting in what you can't see, 
Take my lead, I'll set you free. 

Follow me, set me free, 
Trust me and we will escape from the city. 
I'll make it through, follow me. 
Follow me, set me free, 
Trust me and we will escape from the city. 
I'll make it through, prove it to you. 

Follow me!
Oh yeah! 

Danger is lurking around every turn, 
Trust your feelings, got to live and learn. 
I know with some luck that I'll make it through, 
Got no other options, only one thing to do! 
I don't care what lies ahead, 
No time for guessing, follow my plan instead. 
Find that next stage, no matter what that may be. 
Take my lead, I'll set you free. 

Follow me, set me free, 
Trust me and we will escape from the city. 
I'll make it through, follow me. 
Follow me, set me free, 
Trust me and we will escape from the city. 
I'll make it through, prove it to you. 

Follow me!
Follow me!

I'll make it through, oh yeah! 



[2.C]
 ___________________________ 
|   \           |           | 
| S / Stage 2   | Hero Side | 
| A \ _________ |___________| 
| - /          /__          | 
| 2 \ WILD   \/  \          | 
|   / CANYON _\__/\         | 
|   \           /           | 
|   /         kick the rock | 
|___\_______________________| 

This is Knuckles, and I'm back! 
I been away for a while, 
But I'm back to kick some butt at Wild Canyon! 
I shall find all the lost pieces of the Master Emerald here. 
I'm gonna get those fools. 
They wanna play with my Emeralds? 
They playing with the wrong guy! 

Echidona, that's what I'm representing, 
Never seen a mic-hog spit like a menace. 
Wild Canyon fun, I gotta chase a bat, huh, 
Yeah, Rouge, she's sexy and smooth. 
A double cross spy thief that's out for my jewels, uh! 
I'm feelin' her in mysterious ways. 
That's why I stay on point like every single day, 
I gotta protect this place, I do it for my race, uh, uh! 

Yeah, you know how it is, 
Yo, yo, 
Uh (uh), 
Throw your hands up, 
Come on, come on. | Yeah 

Ain't nobody gon' come here and eat my plate, no! 
Yo what happened, my Emerald's gone! 
Somebody gonna get their's quick, my word is born! 
Who could'a did this, that stitch named Rouge! 
When I catch her, I'm-a get her with these tools, 
There you are, come here you little thief! 
Think you gon' fly and get away quick? Uh, uh! 
Give up the Emerald or die, I don't love you! 

Yeah, you know how it is, 
Yo, yo, 
Uh (uh), 
Throw your hands up 
Come on, come on. | Yeah 

[2.D]
 ___________________________ 
|   \           |           | 
| S / Stage 6   | Hero Side | 
| A \ _________ |___________| 



| - /          /__          | 
| 2 \ PUMPKIN\/  \          | 
|   / HILL   _\__/\         | 
|   \           /           | 
|   /a ghost's pumpkin soup | 
|___\_______________________| 

You know me, the fighting freak Knuckles, 
And we're at Pumpkin Hill, 
You ready?

I ain't gonna let it get to me, I'm just gonna creep, 
Down in Pumpkin Hill I gots to find my lost piece. 
I know that it's here, I can sense it in my feet, 
The great Emerald's power allows me to feel. 
I can't see a thing but it's around somewhere, 
I'm gonna hold my head 'cause I have no fear. 
This probably seems crazy, crazy, a graveyard theory, 
A ghost tried to approach me and got leery. 
Ask him a question and he vanished in a second, 
I'm walkin' through valleys cryin' pumpkin in the alley. 
Didn't seem happy but they sure tried to get me, 
Had to back 'em up with the fist, metal crack 'em. 
I'm hearing someone saying you a chicken, don't be scared! 
It had to be the wind, 'cause nobody wasn't there. 
I searched and I searched as I climbed up the wall, 
And then I started to fly, I went in deeper! 

Let it get to me? I'm just gonna creep, 
Down in Pumpkin Hill I gots to find my lost piece. 
I know that it's here, I sense it in my feet, 
The great Emerald's power allows me to feel. 
I can't see a thing but it's around somewhere, 
I gotta hold my head, I have no fear. 
It probably seems crazy, crazy, a graveyard theory, 
A ghost tried to approach me, he got leery. 

(This is Knuckles, who fears none.) 
(It's real deal when it comes to my name, kid!) 

I ain't gonna let it get to me, I'm just gonna creep, 
Down in Pumpkin Hill I gots to find my lost piece. 
I know that it's here, I can sense it in my feet, 
The great Emerald's power allows me to feel. 
I can't see a thing but it's around somewhere, 
I'm gonna hold my head 'cause I have no fear. 
This probably seems crazy, crazy, a graveyard theory, 
A ghost tried to approach me and got leery. 
Ask him a question and he vanished in a second, 
I'm walkin' through valleys cryin' pumpkin in the alley. 
Didn't seem happy but they sure tried to get me, 
Had to back 'em up with the fist, metal crack 'em. 
I'm hearing someone saying you a chicken, don't be scared! 
It had to be the wind, 'cause nobody wasn't there. 
I searched and I searched as I climbed up the wall, 
And then I started to fly, I went in deeper! 

Let it get to me? I'm just gonna creep, 
Down in Pumpkin Hill I gots to find my lost piece. 
I know that it's here, I sense it in my feet, 



The great Emerald's power allows me to feel. 
I can't see a thing but it's around somewhere, 
I gotta hold my head, I have no fear. 
It probably seems crazy, crazy, a graveyard theory, 
A ghost tried to approach me, he got leery. 

(Spooky up in here, it's crazy in here,) 
(We still gon' keep it goin', I'm Knuckles.) 
(Nobody scares me,) 
(Whoever want it, bring it!) 
(I don't care, we 'ka do this.) 
(Then come step up to the plate, and meet your match,) 
(It ain't no thang.) 

[2.E]
 ___________________________ 
|   \           |           | 
| S / Stage 11  | Hero Side | 
| A \ _________ |___________| 
| - /          /__          | 
| 2 \ AQUATIC\/  \          | 
|   / MINE   _\__/\         | 
|   \           /           | 
|   /  dive into the mellow | 
|___\_______________________| 

(Everyone flow with me, this is your boy Knuckles,) 
(And this is Aquatic Mine, come on y'all.) 

Let's take a dive, in Aquatic Mine, 
Once was a coal pit, but now it's a water ride, 
Makes you wanna sit back, enjoy the life, 
And do things you like doing, get to shine. 
It sure beats fighting with the foes all the time, 
But I gotta do it, they always stay outta line, 
Sometimes I wanna just chill and lamp, 
But I'm the protector of the Emeralds and gems. 
I stay knuckled up, I'm in a deep cut, 
I'm seeing skulls that burn, they trying to cut me off, 
Avoiding my luck, I'm feeling kinda stuck, 
I'm in narrow hallways running like it's a ballgame. 
Hand tracks be trackin' me to different doorways, 
In a maze, and I don't know what to do, 
Guaranteed though, Imm'l find the Emeralds, 
Don't call me Knuckles for nothing, I get loose! 
Sure beats fighting with the foes all the time, 
But I gotta do it, they always stay out of line, 
Sometimes I wanna just chill and lamp, 
But I'm the protector of the Emeralds and gems. 
Stay knuckled up, in a deep cut, 
I'm seeing skulls that burn, they trying to throw me off, 
Avoiding my luck, I'm feeling kinda stuck, 
Don't call me Knuckles, gimme your bucks! 

[2.F]
 ___________________________ 



|   \           |           | 
| S / Stage 12  | Hero Side | 
| A \ _________ |___________| 
| - /          /__          | 
| 2 \ DEATH  \/  \          | 
|   / CHAMBER_\__/\         | 
|   \           /           | 
|   /                deeper | 
|___\_______________________| 

This is Knuckles, and you have reached the Death Chamber. 

(Death Chamber, Death Chamber, Death Chamber) 
From front to back all I see is stones, 
I'm glad that I don't own this room, 
(Death Chamber, Death Chamber, Death Chamber) 
A lot of trick stuff that makes you fall into a trap, 
(Death Chamber, Death Chamber, Death Chamber) 
Eggman wants to steel us all, keep the Emeralds and build a throne, 
(Death Chamber, Death Chamber, Death Chamber) 
Not if I can help at all, I will not let him take it over. 

Sonic, what are you doin' here? 
I heard you were on a quest for the Master Emerald. 
You know me and you don't get along. 
I don't think that's the point right now, Knuckles, 
I know how much the Emerald means to you, and I wanna help get it back, 
Stop being stubborn and think! 
Well, I guess you're right. 
You're damn right, Knuckles! 
I know Eggman's secret station's here somewhere, 
All we have to do is find it. 
I know we'll need a key to get inside, 
That's our only way to find it, so let's go! 

[2.G]
 ___________________________ 
|   \           |           | 
| S / Stage 14  | Hero Side | 
| A \ _________ |___________| 
| - /          /__          | 
| 2 \ METEOR \/  \          | 
|   / HERD   _\__/\         | 
|   \           /           | 
|   /      space trip steps | 
|___\_______________________| 

It's your main man Knuckles, and we in Meteor Herd, 
You ready to go in space? Help me get the Emeralds. 

Took a shuttle to space, and left my homes, 
At least with friends, and I'm not all alone, 
Bad thing was that the Emeralds spilled, 
Gotta search space, man, time to get in. 

What's this? Can't fly or climb, 
I just could float, hope I don't die. 
Meteors coming my way, weavin', gotta go straight, 



Ain't a criminal, crime don't pay, 
Seen'd a crazy look, Eggman's face. 

Don't let it hit you, move, 
Don't let it hit you, move, 
Don't let it hit you, move, move, 
Don't let it hit you, move. 

Don't let it get you, groove, 
Don't let it get you, groove, 
Don't let it get you, groove, groove, 
Don't let it get you, groove. 

Don't let it hit you, move, 
Don't let it hit you, move, 
Don't let it hit you, move, move, 
Don't let it hit you, move. 

Don't let it get you, groove, 
Don't let it get you, groove, 
Don't let it get you, groove, groove, 
Don't let it get you, groove. 

(Ooh, yeah!) 

[2.H]
 ___________________________ 
|   \           |           | 
| S / Stage     | Dark Side | 
| A \ _________ |___________| 
| - /          /__          | 
| 2 \ WHITE  \/  \          | 
|   / JUNGLE _\__/\         | 
|   \           /           | 
|   /    rhythm and balance | 
|___\_______________________| 

(Oh yeah, hurry to the unexplored land,) 
(I don't mind steep slopes or any obstacles.) 

Oh yeah, hurry to the unexplored land, 
I'm not scared at all, are you scared of something? 
Oh yeah, hurry to the unexplored land, 
I don't mind any walls or any obstacles. 
Oh yeah, hurry to the unexplored land, 
I'm not scared at all, and I don't wanna hear you, 
I don't wanna hear you. 

Shadow, don't make me upset, 
I don't wanna hear you. 
Shadow, don't make me upset, 
You are frightened at something. 

Oh yeah, hurry to the unexplored land, 
I don't mind any walls or any obstacles. 
Oh yeah, hurry to the unexplored land, 
I'm not scared at all, and I don't wanna hear you. 
  



Shadow, don't make me upset, 
Shadow, don't make me upset. 

[2.I]
 ___________________________ 
|   \           |           | 
| S / Stage 14  | Dark Side | 
| A \ _________ |___________| 
| - /          /__          | 
| 2 \ FINAL  \/  \          | 
|   / CHASE  _\__/\         | 
|   \           /           | 
|   /      the supernatural | 
|___\_______________________| 

I am the ultimate life, a flawless existence, 
Nothing is unpredictable to me, nothing can surprise me. 
I am the mystery of the world, I can tell it by the cold eyes, 
I am the warrior, it's my way to go. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

[3.0]
     ================== 
SOUNDTRACK INFORMATION: 
======================= 

[3.1]
               ---------------- 
CUTS UNLEASHED vocal collection 
-------------- 

Release Date: August 22, 2001 
       Label: Video 
        ASIN: B00005MG0T 

  1. It Doesnt Matter 
  2. Escape From The City 
  3. Believe In Myself 
  4. Unknown From M.E. 
  5. Fly in the Freedom 
  6. Throw It All Away 
  7. E.G.G.M.A.N. 
  8. Live And Learn 
  9. It Doesn't Matter (Instrumental) 
 10. Escape From The City (Instrumental) 
 11. Believe In Myself (Instrumental) 
 12. Unknown From M.E. (Instrumental) 
 13. Fly in the Freedom (Instrumental) 
 14. Throw It All Away (Instrumental) 
 15. E.G.G.M.A.N. (Instrumental) 
 16. Live And Learn (Instrumental) 

The first soundtrack to Sonic Adventure 2, released two months after the game 
itself, is for the most part a simple set of the main vocal tracks - the main 



theme Live and Learn, the character themes, and Escape From The City. With so 
little, Cuts Unleashed would surely be defunct after Multi-Dimensional's 
release, (as M-D contains all CU's tracks and more), but for the fact that 
Cuts Unleashed also has instrumental versions of each track. 

[3.2]
                  ------------------------------------- 
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL sonic adventure 2 original soundtrack 
----------------- 

Release Date: September 5, 2001 
       Label: Video 
        ASIN: B00005MG0U 

Disc 1 (Hero): 
  1. SA2 Main Riff 
  2. Event: Lets Make It! 
  3. Escape From The City 
  4. The Mad Convoy Race 
  5. That's The Way I Like It 
  6. Can't Stop, So What? 
  7. Won't Stop, Just Go! 
  8. Keys The Ruin 
  9. Unstable World 
 10. Highway In The Sky 
 11. GUN-Mobile 
 12. SA2 ~Version A~ 
 13. Event: Strategy 
 14. This Way Out 
 15. Rumbling HWY 
 16. Chasing Drive 
 17. Down In The Base 
 18. On The Edge 
 19. SA2 ~Version B~ 
 20. Kick The Rock 
 21. A Ghost's Pumpkin Soup 
 22. Dive Into The Mellow 
 23. Deeper 
 24. Space Trip Steps 
 25. Master Of The Desert 
 26. Event: Reunion 
 27. Professor Omochao 
 28. Chao Race Extended Mix 
 29. Chao Garden Extended Mix 
Disc 2 (Dark): 
  1. Vengeance Is Mine 
  2. Rhythm And Balance 
  3. Mr. Unsmiley 
  4. The Supernatural 
  5. For True Story 
  6. Event: Conquest 
  7. Hey You, Its Time To Speed Up Again! 
  8. Still Invincible 
  9. Rhythmic Passage 
 10. Suitable Opponent 
 11. Remember Me? 
 12. Way To The Base 
 13. Trespasser 



 14. Crush 'Em All 
 15. Soarin' Over The Space 
 16. Event: Black Noises 
 17. SA2 ~Version C~ 
 18. Event: Sonic v's Shadow 
 19. Bright Sound 
 20. Lovely Gate 3 
 21. I'm A Spy 
 22. 34 N 12 E 
 23. Event: The Base 
 24. Shut Up Faker 
 25. Scramble For The Core 
 26. Cooperation 
 27. Deep Inside Of... 
 28. Supporting Me 
 29. Madness 
 30. The Last Scene 
 31. Live And Learn 

Multi-Dimensional is the definitive Sonic Adventure 2 soundtrack. It contains 
pretty much every track in the game, in its 60 tracks on two CDs. And it is 
PACKED - both discs break 74 minutes. The CDs are split somewhat into the  
Hero disc (disc 1), with the Hero Story level themes, and the Dark disc (disc 
2), with the Dark Story level themes. 

[3.3]

OFFICIAL SOUNDTRACK 
------------------- 

Release Date: February 19, 2002 
       Label: Tokyopop Pictures 
        ASIN: B00005TQ7N  

  1. It Doesn't Matter 
  2. Event: Let's Make It! 
  3. Escape From the City 
  4. Vengeance Is Mine 
  5. Lovely Gate 3 
  6. Unknown From M.E. 
  7. This Way Out 
  8. I'm a Spy... 
  9. That's the Way I Like It 
 10. Rhythm and Balance 
 11. Won't Stop, Just Go! 
 12. E.G.G.M.A.N. 
 13. Dive Into the Mellow 
 14. Rumbling HWY 
 15. Fly in the Freedom 
 16. Advertise: SA2 ~In the Groove~ 
 17. Space Trip Steps 
 18. Soarin' Over the Space 
 19. Believe in Myself 
 20. Highway in the Sky 
 21. Throw It All Away 
 22. Deep Inside of... 
 23. Supporting Me 
 24. Event: The Last Scene 



 25. Live and Learn 
 26. Chao Race Extended Remix ~Chao's Doki-Doki Banana Chips Run Mix~ 

The Official Soundtrack is a "best of" compilation, which takes some of the 
best of the themes from SA2 (including all the songs that are on Cuts 
Unleashed), and puts them on one CD. Compared to Multi-Dimensional, it's 
nothing special, but the bonus remix of the Chao Racing theme is an enjoyable 
addition. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

[0.3]
     == 
CREDITS 
======= 

Over the creation of this FAQ in 2001 and since its 2004 restart, a whole host 
of people have helped me out, from sending in little corrections, to entire  
sets of lyrics, to extra information about the game and music. Muchos gra輅as to 
them:

Aika-chan 
Boba Fett 
Captain Syrup 
CMR Gilgamesh 
Colin Seddon 
cubeSquared 
FLoW Masters 
Galford62 
Gen Zero 
Kojichan 
Miles Tails Prower 
PopDog 
Rebbe Dragon 
Ricky Anderson 
RiniTsukino 
Simmerl 
Sonique Hedgehog 
SoulDreamX
VideoGmLrd
Vlastin 
...and of course myself, B'man >_> 

Even if the efforts of some of these people can't be seen in the current FAQ, 
they all helped make it what it is. ^_^ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

[0.4]
     ================ 
COPYRIGHT INFORMATION 
===================== 

This FAQ is Copyright Ian Bennett 2001/2004, and cannot be used for 
non-personal purposes (including but not limited to sale, plagiarism, placement 
on Website etc) without the author's express permission. 

That said, said express permission (in the case of putting on a site) isn't 



that hard to get, just contact me from my site at www.ianbennett.net and ask. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

[0.5]
              _________ 
   |     |   /EPILOGUE/ 
   ||   ||  /________/ 
   || | ||
   || | ||
   || | ||
   o| | |o
    o | o 
     o o 

OK, that's it! Keep playing on yo Dreamcast! HAHAHAHA!!! >:D 
...no, seriously, get it back out, dust it off, put Skies of Arcadia or Shenmue 
on or something. You won't regret it... 

-- B'man 
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